By the definition, for any subalgebra A of X, A is a regular ideal if and only if the inclusion i : A -X is a regular homomorphism. DEFINITION 1.2. An ideal / of a _BC7-algebra X is said to be closed if 0 * x G I for every x G I.
I. Introduction
In 1966, K. Iseki introduced the notion of a BCI-algebra which is a generalization of a BCI(-algebra.
We recall that an algebra (X; *, 0) of type (2,0) is said to be a BCI-algebra if it satisfies (I) ((a: * y) * (x * z)) * (z * y) = 0; (II) (x * (x * y)) * y = 0; (III) x * x = 0; (IV) x * y = 0 and y * x = 0 imply x = y. W. A. Dudek ([2] ) defined the concept of a medial i?C/-algebra and studied various properties of it. A BCI-algebra X is said to be medial if (a: * y) * (z * u) = (x * z) * (y * u) for any x, y, z,u € X. A BCI-algebra X is said to be p-semisimple if its BCK-part Af = {a:6X|0*a; = 0} = {0}. C. S. Hoo ([4] ) proved that a BCI-algebra X is medial if and only if it is p-semisimple. W. A. Dudek ([3] ) showed that p-semisimple BCIalgebras are precisely medial quasigroups completely described via abelian groups. This means that any discussions on p-semisimple 5C'/-algebras can be derived easily from group theory ( [3] ). C. Z. Mu and W. H. Xiong ( [7, 8] ) and Y. Liu ([6] ) studied some properties of an exact sequence in BCIalgebras. In this paper we obtain some interesting properties of the KerCoker sequence in 5C/-algebras which is an exact analogue of the Snake Lemma in commutative algebras ( [9] ). It is well known that any ideal is a subalgebra in -BCiT-algebras, while it fails in BCJ-algebras ( [8] ). We refer definitions and properties mainly to [1, 7, 8] .
Let (X; *, 0) be a 5C/-algebra and let 7 be a subset of X with 0 G IThen I is called an ideal of X if x * y G I and y G / imply x G I for any x, y in X. By the definition, for any subalgebra A of X, A is a regular ideal if and only if the inclusion i : A -X is a regular homomorphism. DEFINITION 1.2. An ideal / of a _BC7-algebra X is said to be closed if 0 * x G I for every x G I.
In 5C/-algebra, {0} and X itself are clearly regular ideals and closed ideals. Using Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 1.6 we obtain the following useful corollary:
be a regular homomorphism of BCIalgebras. Then each of the following sequences is exact:
(i) 0 -• Ker / -> Coim /(= A/ Ker /) 0, (ii) 0 Im / -v B Coker /(= B/ Im /) 0, (in) 0 -> Ker/ -> A -• I? -Coker/ 0.
II. Main results
In this section, we study the Ker-Coker sequence in BCI-algebras and obtain some properties of BCI-algebras. We use the following useful lemma and omit its proof. It is enough to show that Ker{Cokerg -• Coker/i} C Im{Coker/ -* Cokerg}. 
Now assume that tp is e pi c -Suppose b' G B' and let [6'] denote its image in Coker g. If [6'] maps into zero in Coker h, then ip'(b') = h(c) for some c G C, and hence ip(b) = c for some suitable b G B, because tp is epic. So, </>'(&') = h(c) = hrl>(b) = rp'g{b). Thus

B'-^C' is commutative and has exact rows such that B' is p-semisimple, where f,g,h are regular homomorphisms. Then this diagram can be extended to a diagram
